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What is the most effective tool you 
have to work with as a therapist?

○ a product, technology, a technique, or your personal skills 

○ What makes this tool work?
○ chemistry, biology, physiology, electromagnetism or 

mechanics may  explain the function and results



What made you choose this tool?

○Research
○Marketing materials
○Training
○Continued use would be due 

to results



Emotion as the real decision maker
○ The “feeling” you got from:
○ your research
○ experimenting with the tool
○ understanding the logic, mechanics, the biology, the 

chemistry
○ “follow the science”  
○ an emotionally driven mantra

○ The feeling creates an emotional bond to the information



Is emotion an effective 
therapist’s tool?

○ Emotion is a proven aspect to healing
○ Positive emotion enhances and speeds healing
○ Happiness and similar feelings are linked to:
○ longevity
○ healthier bodies
○ stronger immunity
○ youthful skin



Emotions are Thought

○What you think is what you get
○premise of “law of  attraction”

○Emotions, as focused thought, 
are key to creating
○what you want
○your desires
○your outcomes



The Smell of Emotion
○ Sense of smell is intimately linked to emotional centers
○ Odors trigger immediate response
○ Every memory and emotion has a fragrance attachment
○ Emotion connected odor response manipulates or 

stimulates associated behavior
○ can be subtle or profound
○ alertness
○ anxiety
○ joy or pleasure
○ bliss

○ A biological, evolutionary survival mechanism
○ Scent-emotion plays a significant role in therapy



Do you create an 
emotional experience 
for your clients?



Emotion, a Consequential Force

○ In client retention
○ positive association elevates mediocre results
○ negative emotion overrides outstanding results
○ Sales and marketing are based on emotion
○ Emotion is built into your business and therapy
○ A successful  product, therapy or business 

incorporates a desired emotional outcome



Intention is Creation
○ Clear intention, purpose or goal, forms a desired result
○ Clarity in emotional intention enhances a thought intention
○ The emotion must be real, not a detached idea
○ must be physically felt due to flooding of feel-good messenger 

molecules

○ Studies show release of compounds such as dopamine, oxytocin and 
GABA
○ enhance immunity
○ relieve stress, anxiety and depression
○ have healthy-aging effects

○ Release of “bad juju messenger molecules,” like cortisol
○ increases premature aging
○ depresses immunity
○ damages organs
○ cause emotional distress



Essential Oils: Tools for Thought

○ Most holistic tool in a therapists repertoire
○ physical, emotional and energetic properties

○ Restorative and protective
○ Potent and immediate olfactory response
○ Can be used to modify behavior and thought
○ especially when used with olfactory verbal cues

○ Combines synergistically with most other therapies



Scent Branding

○ Intentional and unique identified 
fragrance of a product or business
○ identity is often subconscious

○ Scent branding triggers behavior
○ positive association is attraction
○ negative association is aversion



Directing Behavior
○ Your business has an odor
○ everyone who has ever walked through your door has an olfactory 

memory
○ with this, an emotional association is made
○ emphasizes importance of always delivering a positive emotional 

experience

○ Don’t leave this to chance:
○ the experience created  combined with scent stimulates consumer 

behavior
○ encourage positive reviews
○ stimulate pre-booking
○ stimulate retail sales



Make it Yours
○ Use scent branding to own your scent 

environment
○ products (fragrance) designed by you or for you
○ exclusive
○ ideally using essential oils

○ Consistent throughout environment
○ can be diffused



Scent Branded Products for Home Use

○ Having a unique scent signature stimulates
○ deeper emotional connection
○ more frequent visits
○ stronger sales in services and retail
○ referrals and positive reviews



Emotional Law of Attraction

○ What you want or seek is obtained with
○ clear intention
○ a felt emotion

○ what it feels like to achieve this goal 
○ scent stimulus

○ Practice and fine-tuning of focused use of 
intention and emotion



Emotions, Scent, Intention and Words 
○ Emotion is your most effective tool

○ Direct, or control, emotion
○ with clarity of intention
○ essential oils
○ scent branding
○ well communicated positive outcomes 

○ The power starts in your mind



THANK YOU
support@jimmharrison.com

www.jimmharrison.com

http://www.jimmharrison.com/
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